The role of ART in SCHOOLS

Ken Robinson
“Do Schools Kill Creativity?”

Jerome Kagan
“Why the Arts Matter”
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Katherine Shaver
“Coloring Outside the Curriculum Lines”

Watch the photo slideshow, too. What did you notice?
The role of **ART in SCHOOLS**

**Daniel Pink**
Pop!Tech POPcast

1.) A metaphor that helps to explain the economy:

2.) Abilities that mattered most at the turn of the century (left hemisphere):

3.) Set of abilities are becoming increasingly important (right hemisphere):

4.) Identify the three reasons that the right hemisphere functions are becoming increasingly important:
   a. 
   b. 
   c. 

5.) Left-brained functions are necessary but not ____________________.

6.) Dan suggests that the abilities that are hard to outsource, hard to automate, delivers significance along with utility will have the greatest economic impact. He then says that, “Our education is woefully out of sync with this.” Do you agree or disagree? Why?

**Liz Bowie**
“Arts Appear to Play Role in Brain Development”

&

**Karin Evans**
“Arts and Smarts”

Both authors cite claims about the benefits of an arts education. List them here: